THE KNAPSACK TRAVELLING BAG

EXpressly Designed and Painted by Hand for the
"ENGLISHWOMAN'S DOMESTIC MAGAZINE"

www.antiquepatternlibrary.org 2023.06
Title: N-NK003 Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine - The Knapsack Travelling Bag
Author: Antique Pattern Library
Company: New Media Arts, Inc.
Copyright: Creative Commons 4.0 NC SA BY Free distribution only – NOT FOR SALE
Grid Size: 180W x 130H
Design Area: 12.86" x 9.29" (180 x 130 stitches)

Legend: Stitches
■ DMC Cotton 310 black
* DMC Cotton 921 copper
◇ DMC Cotton 728 golden yellow
∥ DMC Cotton 3846 bright turquoise - It
♡ DMC Cotton 605 cranberry - vy It
* DMC Cotton 603 cranberry
◆ DMC Cotton 333 blue violet - vy dk
♥ DMC Cotton 600 cranberry - vy dk
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